SOCIAL MEDIA TAKEOVER:
GUEST CURATOR

April 20, 2020
Hello Five Oaks Museum followers! My name is Becca Owen
(@just___becca), and I use they/them pronouns. I am the museum’s
current Guest Curator, and I’m so excited to be creating the upcoming
exhibition Gender Euphoria: Contemporary Art Beyond the Binary.I grew
up in Portland, OR. After studying in New York for four years, I moved
back to Portland, where I now live in a Victorian home with my identical
twin sibling. This fall, I’ll be moving to Madison, WI with my partner to
pursue my PhD in art history, visual culture, and queer studies.As a
curator and art historian, I focus on modern and contemporary art and
visual culture. I am especially interested in institutional critique, craft,
and artworks that center queer and feminist perspectives.This week, I
will be sharing some images of and information about exhibitions that
inspire my work, which were created by artists-turned-curators. Please
join me on Saturday at 5pm PST for a live discussion of my curatorial
practice and the history of institutional critique!

April 21, 2020
As a curator and art historian, I’m interested in art
exhibitions that challenge institutional norms of curation
and display and encourage viewers to think differently
about museum collections, art history canons, and
historical narratives. Since their invention, many
conventional art and culture museums have tokenized
and misrepresented marginalized peoples instead of
giving them control over telling their own stories.
Museums have done this by stealing objects, presenting a
singular truth that reflects dominant culture and posits
itself as objective, and participating in crafting white
supremacist, colonial histories that perpetuate
oppression.
In modern and contemporary art, some artists have
taken up the role of curator in order to challenge these
narratives and the relationships among artists, art and
cultural objects, institutions, and viewers. I am especially
drawn to institutionally critical artists who use exhibitionmaking as a part of their creative practice to elucidate
identity-based injustices and oppression within arts
institutions. Some well known artists who have used this
style of work to critique how museums portray gender
and race include James Luna, Andrea Fraser, and Adrian
Piper.
Later this week, I will share posts that describe two artists’
projects in which each artist takes on the role of curator
in order to question art institutional norms: Fred Wilson’s
“Mining the Museum” and Chris Vargas’s “Museum of
Transgender Hirstory and Art.” The questions raised by
works such as these inspire my own work as a curator
and arts professional. Do you have questions about my
own curatorial work, and the influence of institutional
critique? Comment here or DM me, and I will respond on
Saturday at 5pm PST.
Images 1 & 2: James Luna "The Artifact Piece" 198587Image 3: Andrea Fraser "Museum Highlights: A Gallery
Talk" 1989Images 4 & 5: Adrian Piper "What It's Like, What
It Is #3" 2018 (originally 1991)
#museumathome #museumfromhome

April 22, 2020
What stories do the objects in your home tell? This week, I invite you to become a curator in your own
house! Put together a group of 5-15 items and/or images that, when placed together, tell a story or
explore a theme that is important or interesting to you. This can include artworks of your own or
another's making, but I encourage you to also include non-art objects that help shape the idea or
narrative of your exhibition.
For example, you could curate an exhibition that tells your life story or family history through photos
and heirlooms; you could gather memorabilia that has to do with a specific time, person, or place; you
could bring together items that speak to an element of your personality or lifestyle; you could
juxtapose images that tell contradictory stories; you could create a descriptive rule and select items
that all fit within the boundaries of the rule; or you could think in terms of form and gather different
types of things that share a color, shape, or texture.
Once you’ve selected your objects and images, think about how you would like to display them. There
is no need to follow convention and display your objects on a blank white wall; you could arrange
them on a table top, stack them on a bookshelf, line them up on a windowsill, or pile them on top of
each other on the floor! Play around with your display to find a form that supports the theme or
narrative of your exhibition. At any point in this process, write a couple sentences about your
exhibition that explain your curatorial strategy, the connection between the things on display, or the
story told by your exhibition.
When your exhibition is finished, take some photos, and share them with the tag @fiveoaksmuseum if
you would like to be featured on our story!#museumathome #museumfromhome

April 23, 2020
One of my all time favorite institutionally critical exhibitions
is Fred Wilson’s “Mining the Museum.” During his residency
at the Maryland Historical Society, artist Fred Wilson
adopted the role of curator and museum director. For the
1992-93 exhibition “Mining the Museum,” Wilson conducted
extensive research and unearthed the historical society’s
archives and stored collection to expose how institutions
marginalize and hide certain narratives while promoting
others as if they are neutral, objective, and singularly true.
The images above show how Wilson juxtaposed objects that
were in the institution’s collection, but kept out of sight, with
those that construct the official, canonical history that was
normally exhibited. Wilson arranged slave shackles next to
silver tableware in order to manifest otherwise invisible
narratives of racialized labor. He placed a KKK hood in a
baby carriage to reveal how white supremacy is cultivated in
children. He turned ornate chairs to face a whipping post,
asking viewers to think about the racist actions and
ideologies that were rampant during the eras in which many
collectible, festishized objects were created and used. When
shown together, these elements of the exhibition reveal
how oppression and marginalization work to promote the
dominant narrative of history while erasing others. Through
these and other interventions, Wilson uses the out-of-sight
archive to bring latent and hidden histories to the surface,
while critiquing the methods of history-making that
obscured these histories to begin with. Wilson’s curatorial
project contests the neutrality of cultural institutions,
revealing the sites of history-making to be battlefields.
Wilson demonstrates how the hegemony of historical
narratives is rooted in systems of power and suppression.
As a subversive artist-turned-curator, Wilson’s “Mining the
Museum” shares the strategy of Steph Littlebird Fogel’s
(@artnerdforever) current exhibition at Five Oaks Museum,
This IS Kalapuyan Land. Find out more about Steph’s
exhibition by following the link in our
bio!#museumathome #museumfromhome

April 24, 2020
Another artist-turned-curator project which immensely
inspires me is Chris Vargas’ “Museum of Transgender
Hirstory and Art,” or MOTHA. This ongoing “imaginary
museum” was founded in 2013. MOTHA exists as a series
of roving curatorial, archival, and programming projects,
performances, and exhibitions. Vargas’ clever approach
allows MOTHA to navigate the institutionalization of art
with a fluidity that is both queer and critical.
MOTHA does not have a brick-and-mortar space, yet the
details of the projected plans for its facilities oscillate
between the urgent and the ironic. Despite being
perpetually under construction, Vargas’ plans for MOTHA
are elaborate, shaping the museum within virtual space
and the imagination of readers and viewers. As an
imaginary museum that is forever under construction, the
effective site of Vargas’ queer, anti-institutional arts
institution is a hybrid of imaginary and virtual space.
Vargas also uses more traditional media including posters
and videos that simultaneously insert transness into
history while also parodying institutional procedures. In
what he calls “counterprogramming,” Vargas performs as
the Executive Director of MOTHA and delivers an ongoing
series of MOTHA Executive Director Addresses, videos
which parody institutional forms while also shaping
MOTHA in virtual-imaginary space.In the Transgender
Hirstory in 99 Objects project, MOTHA reconstructs the
past while elucidating the potentials and problems of
archives. The project includes objects from existing
archives that tell trans hirstories while also commissioning
contemporary trans artists to re-create missing material.
99 Objects not only documents and records trans
hirstories, it also exposes the exclusions and erasures
hidden in many archives.
MOTHA is an institutionally critical, world-making,
conceptual art project that critiques institutional norms
and opts instead to occupy the wall-less space of the
imaginary.
Follow @chrisevargas and @m_o_t_h_a to learn more
about their current and upcoming projects!

